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Watch: Massive Protests

Erupt in Japan Over WHO’s

Pandemic Treaty

"Our health is being used as a weapon,
and now we're in the midst of a third
world war fought with information,
questioning whether responsible adults
are aware and able to protect
themselves accordingly," says Prof.
Masayasu Inoue.

Tens of thousands of protesters swarmed the

streets of Japan over the weekend to stand

against the World Health Organization’s

sweeping pandemic treaty.

The protests reportedly emerged in multiple

locations on Saturday, including the “streets of

Ikebukuro to the gatherings at Higashi-

Ikebukuro Central Park”, with video showing the

massive crowds peacefully protesting.

Speakers included Molecular Pathology

Professor Masayasu Inoue and modern History

Researcher Chikatsu Hayashi, who spoke out

against the WHO, the Bill and Melinda Gates

https://www.nicovideo.jp/watch/so43640769
https://twitter.com/_aussie17/status/1779043044576362664
https://twitter.com/_aussie17/status/1779043044576362664
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Foundation, and the medical establishment’s

experimental COVID mRNA “genetic vaccines.”

From Aussie 17:

The protest not just opposed potential

mandatory vaccinations but also the

perceived overreach of health authorities

and their ties with global pharma, echoing a

distressing sentiment of disenfranchisement

among the populace. Demonstrators

criticized the lack of explanations for a sharp

increase in excess deaths and demanded

accountability and clarity on vaccine-related

casualties.

Eminent speakers, including Professor

Masayasu Inoue and modern history

researcher Chikatsu Hayashi, provided

compelling pre-demonstration speeches that

laid bare the concerning dynamics between

global health authorities and pharmaceutical

agendas.

Professor Inoue highlighted the concerning

trend of our health being weaponized in

what he termed as “a third world war fought

with information.” He urged the public

to resist introducing genetic vaccines into

their bodies, implicating a significant portion

of WHO’s funding comes from

pharmaceutical giants and private interests

like the Bill Gates Foundation.

https://www.aussie17.com/p/developing-massive-rallies-break
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Prof. Masayasu Inoue’s impassioned speech

highlighted how the COVID pandemic revealed

a “third world war fought with information” and

the introduction of genetic vaccines “means our

health is being used as a weapon.”

“My message for today is about vaccines that

use our genetics to make our bodies produce

pathogens or proteins, even if they’re disguised

as vaccines, for example, next could be

influenza,” he told the crowd, according to

Aussie 17.

“To everyone here, among friends and

acquaintances, introducing genetic vaccines

into the body should not be done, regardless of

the type. Take this as the key message home; by

doing so, I hope you can protect your children

and grandchildren.”

“Upon investigation, over 85% of WHO’s

budget turns out to be funded by

pharmaceutical companies and stakeholders

like Bill Gates Foundation, indicating that it’s

being directed towards their interests,” he

continued. “This means our health is being

used as a weapon, and now we’re in the midst

of a third world war fought with information,

questioning whether responsible adults are

aware and able to protect themselves

accordingly.”

History Researcher Chikatsu Hayashi continued:

“Let’s stop the third atomic bomb with our
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hands, in the hands of the Japanese people.

Shall we not?”

“We stand against WHO, global totalitarianism,

pandemic treaties, submarine IHR, genetic

vaccines, plandemic, control of information, and

declare to eliminate all these. Figures such as

Tedros, Gates, Schwab, Biden, representatives

of the New World Order,” Hayashi added.

The WHO along with dozens of world leaders

issued a statement last month demanding the

accelerated development of a “multi-lateral

agreement on pandemic preparedness and

prevention.”

“A pandemic accord is critical to safeguard our

collective future. Only a strong global pact on

pandemics can protect future generations from

a repeat of the COVID-19 crisis, which led to

millions of deaths and caused widespread

social and economic devastation, owing not

least to insufficient international collaboration,”

the leaders wrote in a joint letter.

But the letter is misleading in that it doesn’t

address amendments to the International

Health Regulations (IHR) that are being made

in tandem with the Pandemic Treaty.

There is growing global opposition to the

proposed accord and IHR amendments: Iran,

New Zealand, Slovakia and the Netherlands

recently rejected IHR amendments proposed in

https://www.who.int/news/item/20-03-2024-call-for-urgent-agreement-on-international-deal-to-prepare-for-and-prevent-future-pandemics
https://www.who.int/news/item/20-03-2024-call-for-urgent-agreement-on-international-deal-to-prepare-for-and-prevent-future-pandemics
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/these-amendments-are-unacceptable
https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/these-amendments-are-unacceptable
https://worldcouncilforhealth.org/multimedia/expert-hearing-who-power-grab/
https://worldcouncilforhealth.org/multimedia/expert-hearing-who-power-grab/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/who-amendments-ihr-regulations-rejected/
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2022, while in South Africa, a “WHO Withdrawal

Bill” has been proposed.
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